PREVENT CASUAL KEY-COPYING WITH
ASTRAL TEKNO S01

LOCK CYLINDERS, ELECTRIC LOCKS, CAM LOCKS, KEY-SWITCHES & PADLOCKS
WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF PROTECTION AGAINST PICKING AND KEY COPYING

- KEYS BLANKS FOR THESE LOCKS ARE NOT SOLD
- VALID SIGNATURE/S REQUIRED FOR EVERY KEY!

EASILY REPLACE YOUR EXISTING LOCK CYLINDERS
WITH HIGH SECURITY ASTRAL TEKNO S01 CYLINDERS!
Available as a replacement for most lock cylinders sold in Southern Africa

- ASTRAL TEKNO S01 locks & keys are sold exclusively by us
- We supply locks master-keyed or keyed-alike, to suit your needs
- Add further locks and keys at any time. Valid signature & ID required

ATTACK RESISTANCE
High resistance to bumping
Patented Bump Power Device
High resistance to impressioning
Push resistance through the cam
High resistance to drilling
Hardened steel driver pins

KEYS
Non-handed flat key
Nickel plated brass material

KEY SECURITY
Patented Protection against key duplication
Over 60,000 possible keys under a master key

RELIABILITY
Tested to 100,000 cycles

6 active and 4 passive steel pins allow over 1,600,000 possible different keys!

The following can also be ordered master-keyed or keyed-alike
to operate on your ASTRAL TEKNO S01 keys:

- Mortice locks
- Deadlocks
- Padlocks
- Camlocks & Keyswitches
- Electric locks

EVERYTHING - FOR EVERY DOOR
Wired or Wireless – Keyed or Keyless
Talk to the Loxperts - about all your door & lock problems!

We have over 130 years of cumulative security & ironmongery experience